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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
C
D
B

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Configure the gateway on Host A as 10.1.1.1.
B. Configure the masks on both hosts to be 255.255.255.224.
C. Configure the masks on both hosts to be 255.255.255.240.
D. Configure the gateway on Host B as 10.1.2.254.
E. Configure the IP address of Host B as 10.1.2.2.
F. Configure the IP address of Host A as 10.1.2.2.
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
The switch 1 is configured with two VLANs: VLAN1 and VLAN2.
The IP information of member Host A in VLAN1 is as follows:
Address : 10.1.1.126
Mask : 255.255.255.0
Gateway : 10.1.1.254
The IP information of member Host B in VLAN2 is as follows:
Address : 10.1.1.12
Mask : 255.255.255.0
Gateway : 10.1.1.254
The configuration of sub-interface on router 2 is as follows:
Fa0/0.1 -- 10.1.1.254/24 VLAN1
Fa0/0.2 -- 10.1.2.254/24 VLAN2
It is obvious that the configurations of the gateways of
members in VLAN2 and the associated network segments are wrong.
The layer3 addressing information of Host B should be modified
as follows:
Address : 10.1.2.X
Mask : 255.255.255.0

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the default report data retention period?
A. 28 days
B. 7 days
C. 90 days
D. 14 days
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a cartridge that defines three stages of
decomposition. The first stage contains order components that
represent functions, the second stage contains order components
that represent target systems, and the third stage contains
order components that represent granularities. You want to
define decomposition rules that always apply the same
granularity to a function, independent of the target system
that this function is communicating to. How would you design
these decomposition rules such that it is easy to maintain them
in the future evolutions of your system topology?
A. one decomposition rule for each target system, having this
target system as the source order component and the granularity
as the target order component
B. a single decomposition rule with the function as the source
order component and the granularity as the target order
component
C. a single decomposition rule that has all target systems as
source order components and the granularity as the target order
component
D. a single decomposition rule that has only the target systems
used by the function as source order components and the
granularity as the target order component
E. one decomposition rule for each target system used by the
function, having this target system as the source order
component and the granularity as the target order component
Answer: C
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